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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Campus l:lriefs
Philosophy Speakers
The UNM philosophy club will
present a well-known authority
on Nietzsche and translator of
Goethe on Monday, May 19 at 8
p.m. in the Kiva.
Dr. Walter Kahfmann, a philosophy professor at Princeton University, will speak on the "Crisis
in Morality.''
The public is invited to the free
lecture.

lecture at the Veterans Administration Hospital. At 10:30 a.m.
Friday he will attend clinics and
make medical rounds with students and house staff at the Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC).
While at UNM, Moncrief will
go over plans for the new burn
and trauma unit planned at
BCMC.

Poetry Readings

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Three poets will read from their
works Friday, May 16 at 8 p.m.
in the Kiva.
Robert Greeley, Gene Frumkin,
and Steve Rodefer will read for
the general public. Donations will
be taken at the door, and applied
to the Yale Street Grasshopper
Legal Fund.
The bookstore needs money to
continue to fight charges brought
against it by city police.
All three poets teach creative
writing at UNM.

Music Presentations
The UNM Brass Choir will present a concert Sunday morning at
11 in the Alumni Chapel.
The music will be of a sacred
theme, and will present works by
Monteverdi, Giovanni Battista
Buonamente, and Claude Debussy.

Medical Visitor
Dr. John A. Moncrief, M.D.,
will visit the UNM medical school
today and tomorrow.
Moncrief is an authority in the
fields of burns, shock, and physiology of the injjlred patient.
He is a professor of surgery at
the University of South Carolina.
At 4 p.m. today, Moncrief will

cal Society (ACS) for research
dm:ing the next academic year.
The grant will fund the first
year of a two-year proposal accepted by ACS. Tascott's present
work is "A Stereochemical Investigation of Tartrate (4-) bridged Bi-Nuclear Complexes.''
Tapscott hopes to study the geometry and structure of organa!
compounds.

Grant Given
Dr. Robert E. Tapscott, assistant professor of chemistry at
UNM, has received a $14,089
grant from the American Chemi-

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1,40) per time run. Il ad Is to
run five or more consecutive do.YB with
no changes the rate fs reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Clasaifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquero.ue, N.M. 87106

Calling U
'£hursday, May 15
Student Recital; 2 :30 p.m.; Recital Hall:
no charge.
Concert for N.M. Resistance: 8 p.m.;
Union Ballroom; no charge but donations
for N.M. Resistan~e appreciated.
BASA meeting; business administration
studenta; students• lounge in business ad·

I

Lobo Challenge

AUIE

~------MICHAEL CAINE IS

"YOU ARE GOING TO ENJOY
'AlfiE' V~RY ~UCH."M-;~~fne
· "Came g1ves a
brilliant performance! n

(RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)

-Redbook

APAR.IliiiJIIT PICTURE·TECHHICOLOR"

Saturday, May 17
Sunday, May 18

Student Union
Th~atre

COUNTRY BARN
Fried Chicken Specii!l

FOR RENT

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c

FOR SALE

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

EMPLOYMENT

Feature Saturday • Sunday
1:00 • 3:10 • 5:25 • 7:40 • 9:55

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Kick wheel and electric. KUn,
ceramic supplies. 242-4036 at 6 p.m.
POETRY WANTED for cooperative Poetry Anthology. Include stamped envelope,
Idlewild Press, 543 Frederick, San Francisco, California 94117,
WANTED: One-bedroom funtished apt. for
June-Aug. UNM area $100/mo. max.
Nick Estes. 242-1891, 268-2634, leave
number.

"THE MOST
DAZZLING
DIRECTORIAL
DEBUT OF
THE YEAR!"
- f1me "'"1·11'""

-Htltf1s Alpert
.Jnd .Art hut Kmghr,
SoUu1day R~v1ew

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must begin now. While there is still time.
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 billion we've

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. But our liyes. And the lives of
our children. A hungry worM can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up 9f Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
bow you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

CAMPAIGN TO CHECII THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN
EUGENE BLACK, former head, World Bank
DR. DETLEV BRONK, former President,
Rockefeller University
HAROLD W.BOSTROM, Vice President,
UOP Transportation Equipment Grollp
MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
DR. HAROW C. UREY, Nobel LaUreate
FRANK W. ADRAMS, formerChainnan,
Standard Oil Corilpan~ of New Jersey
THURMAN W. ARNOLD,
former As!tlstant U.S. AttorneY General
THOMAS D. CADOT, Cl:mlrman,
Cabot Corporation
JOHN COWLES, Chainnnn
Minneapo1is Stor and Tribune
GENERAL WILLIAM H. DRAPER, JR.,
former Ambassador to NATO

MARRINER S. ECCLES, former Chairman,
Federal Reserve Board
HENRY C. FLOWER,1R.,
former Vice Chairman,
J, Walter Thompson Co.
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,
University of Chicago
JOSEPH WOOD KRiJTCU, Aulhor
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Lauro! Foundallon
FOWLER McCORMICK, fanner Chairr,mn,
Jntematlonalllarvester Co.
HUGH MOORE, Founder, Dixie Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS. Prcsldenl,
American Academy of Arts & Letters
DR. REINHOLD NIEBUHR, Professor Emcriius,
Union Theological Seminary "

FRANCIS T, P. PLIMPTON,
former Ambassador and Deputy U.S. Rep.
io the United NntionJ
ROCKEFELLER PRENTICE
ELMO ROPER, Public Opinion Analyst
LESSING J. ROSENWALD
. ,
JONAS SALK, M.D., The Salk lmlltutc
ADOLPH W. SCHMIDT, T. Mellon & Sons
CHARLES E. SCRIPPS, Cb~irman,
Scripps-Howard Newspapers
LEWIS L. STRAUSS,
former Secretary of Commerce
CHARLES p, TAFT,
former Mayor of Cincinnati
WILLIAM H. VANDERBILT,
former Governor of Rhode Island
ROBERTO. WEHLB. Treasurer,
Gencm; Brewing: Company
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Friday, May 16, 1969

Members of the Graduate Student Council plan to lobby against
a proposed ASUNM constitutional change to be voted on by
the faculty on Tuesday.
The student body has already
approved
four
constitutional
changes, and faculty and regents
approval is also required.
The graduate students plan to
lobby with the faculty against an
amendment that reads: "A student activity fee shall be levied
on each regular (undergraduate)
student at the University.''
Delete "Undergraduate"
Senator Sandy Heide, at Wednesday's Senate meeting, said the
graduate students plan to ask that
the word "undergraduate" be deleted. They also plan to lobby for
their own autonomous group, said
Senator Heide.
She said there has been a movement underway among graduate
students to secede from the Associated Students. Heide said the
Graduate Student Council earlier
this year sent out a poll to see
how many graduate students
would be willing to secede. She
said 34 pe1· cent of the gmduate
students at UNM: replied, and 92
per cent of the 34 per cent replying said they would be willing to
secede and form their own group.
Senate "Unresponsive"
Senator Heide said the movement started because some graduate students feel Senate "has
been unresponsive to the financial
needs of the graduate students.''
She said the students are holding the threat of secesion over
Senate "like a club" to make Senate more responsive.
Three other ASUNM constitutional amendments will be up
for faculty vote on Tuesday.
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'JOANNA'
is a new
cult

rru

"FREE, TENDER, LIFE-LOVING, CREATIVE AND CONCERNED ABOUT VALUES,
AMILIEU IN WHICH INTER-RACIAL SEXUALITY IS ASIMPLE FACT RATHER
THAN A
." -Playboy •
201~

C•nhlty•f'oa .,r.. tnt•

WORLD OF
FASHION
PRESENTED AND
PORTRAYED BY

GENEVIEVE

-----

GILLES

DIRECTED BY

RObERT fREEMAN

coloR by deluxe

"An amusing and fantastic comment on fashion

from 1920·19801"

One amendment would repeal
Article VII, Section 1, Paragraph
A which says, "Twenty members
of the Senate shall be elected at
large from among those nominees
declared eligible by the Elections
Committee in the general election
to be held in the spring.''
Substitute
The change would substitute,
"Ten members of the Senate shall
be elected at large from among
those nominees declared eligible
by the Elections Committee in
the general elections to be held
in the spring and fall.''
Another amendment would stipulate that there be two general
sessions of Senate each year.
Presently there is one session
that meets from the :first regular
m~eting until the general eler.tion
the following yeat•.
The last amendment up for faculty vote concerns the number of
Union Board membe1·s.
Following the faculty vote, the
amendments will be sent to the regents for final approval.

Anthro Extension

This is the model of the proposed extension of the Anthropology
Building tD be constructed next to the University Chapel.

Police Disperse Berkeley Crowd
Use Guns! Gas on Demonstrators
C.ompiled from .Lobo Sources
Police used teargas and riot
guns loaded with birdshot to
break up a demonstration of
more than 2,000 people, most of
them students, at the University
of California at Berkeley (UC)
yesterday.
The confrontation with the
police came over a small plot of
land near the UC campus which
the students call "The People's
Park.'' The property is owned by
UC and the university administration planned to use it for a
recreation area and later for
dormitories.
40 Injured
At least 40 people were injured,

five of them police, in the latest
battle between the California
authorities and the dissident students. It took an estimated 500
police several hours to clear the
students from the park area. Late
yesterday afternoon California
Governor Ronald Reagan ordered
the national guard into the area
to prevent further violence.
In a telephone interview with
Bill Dodd, a 1963 UNM graduate now living in Berkeley, The
Lobo learned that the park area
was recently purchased for $1
million by UC and was being used
as a "casual parking area when
several people decided to turn it
into a park for the students and

the Berkeley residents."
Dodd said that the students and
some Berkeley residents spent
"days working to plant grass and
set up sculptures and playground
equipment. Now the university
says it wants the park closed so
that it can build a park."
Anonymous
Dodd also said that a group of
"anonymous" people in Berkeley
calling themselves "The Mad
Men" have threatened that if
the university closed the park the
group "would do at least $5 million dollars worth of damage to
the UC campus.''
Tuesday UC Chancellor Roger

Heynes issued an ultimatum to
the people using the park saying
that UC "paid a precious million
dollars for that land" and that
anyone found in the park on Wednesday would be considered to be
"trespassers.''
"The university has saved their
precious land," Dodd said, "but
it is probable that they have lost
a university in the process if 'The
Mad Men' carry out their threat."
Early Wednesday morning the
police backed up Heynes' ultf~
matum by beginning to construct
a chain-link fence around the
park. It was then that the violence erupted,

Treatment Facilities Made Available to Addicts

PANAVISION"
Color by Deluxe

movie."

No. 138

Grad Students
Plan· To Lobby
With U Faculty
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"ONE
OF THE
YEAR'S
TEN BEST!"

.

It takes you about an hour to cat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you .start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-<leveloped country dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

I
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LOST & FOUND

PERSON WANTED to piny with affable
l'h yr. old girl while mother finishes
dissertation. About 15 hrs. per wk., thru
summer & preferably next yr. Walking
distance fro!!l Univ. Call Mrs. Hiat 2472874.
WANTED: a business manager for the
1970 Mirage. Should be business ma.ior
willing to work hard. Please apply to
room 159, Student Publications or through
campus mnit A challenge in sl!lling.
TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and entire West. Good snlnrics. Free registration period. Southwest Teachers Agency,
1303 C•ntral N.E., Albuquerque.
·

7)

'
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only $7.00 for a full school year.

200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5820 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
STEREO GARRARD TURNTABLE,
speakers, Fisher amplilyer, %.-violin.
Jackson 247-3601, 299-8860.
PUPPIES now available !rom Ice!loe-The home of the extra large Malamutes.
Stud service. 298-6112.

This fierce, muscled Lobo stand$
guard in front of Johnson Gym.
nasium on a pedastal, to greet
those who enter the campus,

Vol. 72

PERSONALS

NORTON P-11, 750cc, 60 hp. Twin concentrics. A fine machine on or off the
road. Call Mike 242-2300.

6)

ministration bui]di:ng; 7 p.m.
Friday, May 16
Juflior Recital by ;Bob Counselman, organ;
Recital Hall; 8:15p.m.; no charge.
Phi Sigma Biology Hcmorary dinner meeting· Tiffany's Saloon. Cerillosj 6 :30 p.m.
Graduate student cocktail party; 229
Vineyard N.W.: 6 to 9 p.m.

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOUR SEASONS APTS. 120 Cornell SE,
2 bdrm & 1 bdrm available. Swimming
pool & recreation rm. Call 242-0148.
CASA LA P Az-1 bdrm. furnished, married students. No pets. 2 bllts from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242-6725.

5)
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MEXICO

Announcements by
the UNM community wiD be accepted
at The Lobo office,
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

Take Part of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Everits
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

FOUND: YeUaw earring, ncross from
Chemistry Bldg. Describe and claim.
Lobo Office. Journalism. Rm. 159.
LOST: Large puppy-ornnge with black
face, baby teeth, chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.
'
MEN'S SUNGLASSES. B & L tortoise shell
frames. Univ. area. Rewafd. Davis 2471852.

4)

.
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May 15, 1969

Leaving UNM?

WANTED: Girl to share attractive, quiet
apartment near r,ampus. 242-6850.
I love you, Miss Drake.

2)

..

f

WHERE: Journallsm BuUdlng. Room
159, afternoons vreferably or mail.

1)

.

Self-Help Withdrawal Program From Narcotics Essentially Voluntary
(Editor's note: This is the third
of a series of four articles dealing with the drug addition problem in Albuquerque.. It outlines
several methods used to help us~
ers withdraw from addiction.)
By GAY COOK
Albuquerque is one of the six
cities in the country where NARA
IV is in effect. Under NARA IV,
which went into effect in October
1968, "provisions were made for
more extensive treatment facilities to be made available to the
addict.''
Addicts, BCMHC treatment
staff, and Quebrar are involved
in this experimental program, the
results of which will be evaluated
to determine what parts of the

program are most successful.
NARA IV is essentially voluntary. Addicts are approached by
BCMHG narcotic specialists (exaddicts) who make the initial
contact. The family of the addict
is then seen and talKed to and an
appointment is made for them
with either Miss Madge Morris
or Jerry Swanson of BCMHC.
Next the addict is required to
sign a contract that is not legally
binding in the presence of family
or a friend that serves to inform
him of the program's expections.
Signing the contract marks the
addict's entry into the program.
Swanson said, "A person has to
prove he wants what the program
has to offer.. It is a self-help program and is voluntary. A person
can drop out of the program at
any time but must wait 90 days

to be readmitted.''
Basically there are three treatment modalities under NARA IV,
that include in-patient care, outpatient care, and the methadone
blockade project.
In-Patient Care
In in-patient care, the addict
is put on a waiting .list for admission into the psychiatric ward
where there are six beds. In the
meantime, he attends screening
groups where addicts meet to talk
about their problems.
Upon admission into the psychiatric ward, they are detoxified
or <~brought down" using methadone, a drug that blocks the effect
of heroin without producing a
narcotic high. This drug allows
the addict to function normally
without the use of heroin at a

cost of approximately 20 cents a
dose.
During the addict's detoxification process, he also participates
in vocational therapy. Upon his
release from the ward, he continues to attend treatment program meetings and to return to
BCMHC weekly for urine surveillance tests.
Out-patient withdrawal is identical to the procedures followed in
in-patient care except that the
addict goes through the program
without being committed to the
psychiatric ward for withdrawal
purposes.
Methadone Project
The Methadone Blockade Project is a high dose maintainence
program ilesigned for a selected

group of hard-core addicts who
have been unable to quit using
heroin. Under this program, the
addicts will be maintained on
methadone, which will block the
effects of heroin and allow the
addict to function normally. Addicts involved in the blockade project report daily to BCMHC for
their liquid dosage of methadone.
Miss Morris said,. "N ARA IV
is a humanizing process. It offers
someone the opportunity to change
his way of life.'' Swanson added,
"People involved in the program
range in age from 28 to 40. We
don't get many young people because they are't ready to make
the committment. Most of the
people in the program are older
and are no longer interested in
the 'high,' but stay up to keep
from being sick.''
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The New MQxico Lobo is published
dqily every regular week af the University yee~r by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
flnanci 0 11y assoclated witt. UNM. Printed
by· the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
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for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uniersity of New Mexico.
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Adam Clayton PoweU
Withdraws Candidacy
New York (UPI)-Rep, Adam
Clayton Powell became a dropout
Thursday when he informed the
board of elections he was withdrawing from the race for the
Demo c rat i c nomination for
mayor of New York.
The race was still wide open,
even following the second withdrawal of the day, Rep. John M.
Murphy, another Democratic
hopeful, declared he "didn't have
a chance to win" and pulled out
in favor of former mayor Robert
F, Wagner.
That still left six candidaten
for the Democratic primary June
1'7.
Wagner, who served three

\

i

Editorial

\

t

Defeat Senate Bill No. 10
A bill which would allocate Associated
Students funds to bring two BYU students
to UNM with the purpose· of "alleviating
the strain in relations" between the two
schools, has been referred to the Senate
Finance and Steering Committees.
The bill is the third attempt by Student
Senate to take some action on the racial
policies at BYU. Unfortunately, it appears
to be no more than a futile attempt to resolve an insoluble situation.
Although the four sponsors of the legislation probably had good intentions when
they drafted the bill, we suggest that they
realize the irrelevance of what they propose to do.
Racial discrimination within the Mormon chU1·ch is a matter which church offi-

cials and clergymen refuse to debate. The
stock answer from chu_rch officials confronted with questions· about the church's
attitude toward black people is that it is
"a deep theological question."
A visit by BYU students might improve
relations between the two student governments, but the proposed visit completely
misses the point of black student complaints against BYU.
We urge that Senate defeat the bill on
the grounds that such a meeting would do
nothing whatsoever to alleviate the problem of racial discrimination at BYU.
We need not allocate funds in order to
hear further explanation of a racial attitude that has already been made quite
clear. The bill would be a futile waste of
Associated Students money.

An Unpolished Gem; 1\Iore Beautiful
By CARL WORD
College Press Service
Soul On Ice-, by Eldridge Cleave~r, 1\'IcGraw-Hill, 1968. Available
at Yale St. Grasshopper.
(CPS)-"The souls of black
folk," writes critic Maxwell Geismar in the introduction to Cleaver's work, "are the best mirror
in which to see the White American.,
To read American history as
reported by most whites, America has had unparalleled success
as a bastion of freedom, justice,
and op11ortunity. It is voices like
Cleaver's that reflect the hideous
shadow of a nation that has
preached one thing and practiced
another. Frederick Douglass, the
famous 19th century black orator,
knew it and in eloquent tones put
it where it's at:
"To him (the black man) your
~elebration is a sham; your boasted liberty, an unholy license;
your national greatness, swelling
vanity; your sounds of rejoicing
are empty and heartless; your denunciation of tyrants brass-fronted impudence; yopr shouts of liberty and equality, hollow mockery; your prayers and hymiiB,
your sermons and thanksgivings,
wtih all your religious parade
and solemnity are, to him, more
bombast, fraud, deception, impiety, and hypocrisy-a thin veil to
cover up crimes which would disgrace a nation of savages . . ."
Cleaver's is a voice out of the
wilderness of society's most oppressed jungle. From its confines
he has climbed to the tops of the
trees, listened, head nodding to
the beat of faint drumbeats from
a'.far, sucking in fresh breezes
from our most penetrating thinkers; and now he confronts us with
a wild Ci'Y of independence.
His voice is matter-of-fact,
clear, and authoritative. Describing a day in the life of prison
inmates or the link between white
oppression at home and neo colonialism abroad, he impresses
his readers with the same cool
logic found in Malcolm X's Autobiography.
True, he is not a college graduate, and occassionally his lack of
disciplined intellect sends him out
on some very shaky limbs. Yet
his brilliantly eclectic analySes
of the psychological stereotype
constructs of whites, as well as

of emasculated blacks, is nothing
short of the ldnd of self-taught
genius of Frederick Douglass or
Malcolm X. The depth of his
work will not yield, even before
the truly scientific works as
Franz Fanon's Black Skin, White
Masks.
In an age when writers' careers
are, for the most part, controlled,
directed, and manipulated by a
clique of New York syncophants;
where mediocrity and acquiesence
to the established order are hustled into the best-seller lists, Soul
on Ice is a strong, healthy breeze
from the West Coast.
To be sure, there are serious
doubts about the efficacy of presenting his 1·aw talent without
giving him time to struggle with
"that same pain, that same passion" Ralph Ellison refers to as a
prerequisite for truly great writers. (Perhaps in his exile, Cleaver will use the time to devote him- ·
self to improving his craft, and
freeing himself from dependence
on white radicals as his primary
literary audience.)
His keen insight is nonetheless
devastating. Whether cracking
on James Baldwin or Elijah Muhammad, he possesses an intellectual, critical honesty from a
viewpoint that has, for so long,
been mislabeled "uneducated,"
low-brow," or just plain "Negro
protest literautre,'' in order to
compromise its truth.
If he is at times only a mediocre re-hash of what we have
read elsewhere, the totality of the
book is nonetheless valuable; for
there are so many still "spiritually dead," who need his rapping
to get them to ideas critics and
reviewers might have heard more
eloquently someplace else.
Sprinkled throughout are love
letters to his lawyer, Beverly
Axelrod, psycho-sociological aliegories no white scientist would
dare touch, informal current histories, some four-letter words.
Yet his fiercely, violently committed voice is in itself the cry of
Nat Turner, Toussaint L'Ouverture, Gabriel Prosser, and those
thousands of rebellious blacks
through history; he has chosen
resistance to acquiescence, and
he knows only too well that the
life span of a black fradom fighter is never very long.
No matter how much "prog-

ress" is acclaimed by "Negro
leaders," no single black leader
strong enough to stand up to the
police and the political system
behind them has escaped murder
or jail, Slave-owers always warned that to educate a Negro is
dangerous - they either sicken
and die, or have to be killed.
Cleaver is the modern parallel.
He cannot go baclc to purposeless destruction or Saturday
night cutting; neither can he
mute his voice or limit his resistance to the daily oppression that
is a reality to poor black people,
up South or down.
The book is primarily a collection of Cleaver's essays, exposing
us to his developing talent as a
writer. His sensitivity is a fine
needle, probing the collected layers of excuse; his skill is that of a
healer, cutting first the psychic
distances that conceal a fear of
hurt-sometimes sharp to make
us slap five and shout "yeah;"
and at others like an ice pick,
straight to the quick of a frozen
soul.
One either stops to question
his own defenses, his own layers
of glib phrases and quick rationalization to hide his human fraility; or one puts the book down
and goes back to manning the
barricades against anyone getting too close.
Cleaver's skill is an unpolished
gem, all the more beautiful, all
the more valuable, for having
escaped the crushing vise of
Black Muslim orthodoxy, all the
more necessary for eluding the
middle class's bumbing caress. If
his edges are rough, they can be
honed to a finer instrument. We
hope he lives long enough to
make it finer.
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A11 ltltJitation
To A Cocktail Party
To Support TIJC Fm·mitlg
Cooperatiue In Tierra
Amarilla:

B.ahaJ'u'Uah

Lobo Photo by Chester Painter

No Swimming

"I thought they wanted the R.O.T.C. OFF campus ... !"

by Conrad

Editor:
Only Poetic Justi'ce

Lobo Review

terms as mayor, declined to run
again in 1965 and was succeeded
by Mayor John V. Lindsay, a
liberal Republican.
Now Wagner wants his old job
back, and even Lindsay has a
strong challenge on his hands
from a conservative Republican,
State Sen. John J. Marchi, trying
to wrest the party's nomination.

To the Editor:
If anyone needs a little dramatic eye-opening that there really
is a military-industrial complex,
it was in town this week.
First, Albuquerque's "official"
observance of Armed Forces
Week consisted of a joint breakfast of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce (a private organization) and "senior military
officials." The subject was the
need for military research and
spending. The military and the
businessmen agreed that it was a
good thing for the military to get
more and more weapons and the
businessmen to get more and
more profitable orders to supply
them.
Then, the Boston Executives
Club, twenty-five businessmen
strong, passed through Albuquerque on an Air Force-sponsored
tour to give them an "in-depth
look at the United States defense
effort.'' Not twenty-five teachers
or clergymen or "Average Joes"
or poor people. Nope. Just; another you-scratch-my back and
I'll-scratch-yours; free vacations
and big campaign contributions to
military-boosting Congressmen;
together we'll get rich, make the
military more powerful, and
bankrupt the country.
While we're oversupplied with
nerve gas so deadly we can't conceive of a future situation to use
it in and can't ·find any safe way
to dispose of it; while some New
Mexicans die after eviction from
nursing homes or die more slowly from malnutrition, and others
-our civic leaders-take "good
will" trips (tax deductable, no
doubt) that include two days promoting Albuquerque in Las Vegas, Nevada.
While one symphony orchestra
goes undersupported and another
underattended and a second group
of civic leaders takes a trip to St.
Louis as a reward for setting
their priorities for a new sports
stadium. While several civic lead-

Letter$ arc welcome, and ohould
be no longer than 250 words typcwrittenJ double spaced. Name~ telephone number nnd address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

ers get only three years (less
with probation) for robbing
stockholders and customers of
considerable money-just ordinary business practice, they saidand Ike Smalley, egged on by
civic leaders, sits in judgment of
Robert Greeley's poetry.
And there just isn't enough
money left over after all the
boondoggles and fancy vacations
for the Job Corps or for the Indians' dam; or a flood-control sys·
tern to protect the inner-city poor
from the water runoff created by
the ctvtc leaders' paved-over
Heights.
Beautiful! Well, thct·e's one
consolation for those who get a
little nauseous at injustice. If
the fabulously-profitable arms
race finally produces so many
weapons that we can no longer
control them, the last dividend
of the big boom will be poetic
justice for a civilization with
values like ours.
David W. Pugh

Housing Problems
To the Editor:
This letter is primarily ad·
dressed to students who have considered attending the University
of Massachusetts. A critical
housing shortage exists which is
not fully apparent from the information now provided by the
university to prospective applicants.
At present, detailed information on university and privately
owned apartments is not sent o1;1t
automatically. This practice 18
soon to be changed, but present
applicants must specifically re•
quest the information. DD s&.
The university is presently capable of housing 9,000 students out
of a total enrollment of 15,000.
For the remaining 6,000 students
who must seek off-campus housing there are only 104 university
owned apartments available, and
these are available only to married students and new faculty or
professional staff,
Thomas G. Minague<

STAF. F

Sarah Laidlaw
Herman Weil
John Moser
Stephen M. Part
Suzanne Harvey
Mary Allison rarley, Scott Sandlin
Carolyn Babb, Gay Cook, John Russo, Sandra Schauer,
Susan Smith, Art Thomas, Don Burge, Charles Wood
Tony Louderbough, Chester Painter

Looking like the nesting grounds for Barnabus Collins, this sta.gnant pond "lives" in between the tw~ Biology buildings on campus.

I

Math Dept. Gets Computers
For Use in Teaching Calculus Sequence
Modern technology is helping
improve undergraduate instruction in UNM's department of
mathematics and statistics.
Under a $150,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation,
the math department has installed 16 computer consoles, resembling television sets and called
"scopes" by students, for use in
teaching the calculus sequence.
These scopes are remote control
devices which ~perate from the
UNM computer.
1200 Students
By the beginning of the fall
semester, 24 scopes will be in use
fol" the approximately 1200 students in the UNM calculus courses. Eventually it is planned to
use computers in most of the undergraduate mathematics program. UNM's scopes and amdlliary equipment will be housed in
a new addition to the computing
center by September.
Dr. Richard C. Allen, assistant
professor of math and director
of UNM's mathematics computing laboratory, feels the lab and
the program have helped both

Guests Honored
New Mexicans who contributed
funds to help build the old home
economics building at UNM, along with alulnni of the home economics department, will be honored at a May 18 reunion at 2
p.m. in the Elizabeth Simpson
room of the home economics
building.
The old building, Sara Reynolds Hall, was built about 50
years ago and was the first construction at UNM financed mostly by contributions of interested
people.
The plaque that was temoved
from the old building, after it
became part of the department of
art facilities, will be installed in
the patio outside the new home
economics building.

students and teachers.
"It is still too early to tell preprogram will have on undergradprogram wil !have on undergraduate mathematics instruction,"
Dr. Allen said. "I feel, however,
that it should be an integral part
of all such instruction.
"The computer and scopes provide students with a powerful
problem-solving tool and may enable them to do genuine research
at an early period in their training."
Reinforcement
Perhaps the main advantage to
using scopes and computers is
that reinforcement of classroom
material occurs rapidly, Students
get answers to their problems
almost immediately. If they pl·ogram (communicate with) the
computer correctly it takes only
minutes to get the answer. In
addition, if they made a mistake,
the computer tells them so then
they can go back and correct the
error, he said.
Students using the scopes are
required to work problems which
arc directly related to classroom

and textbook material. The use
of the computer, Dr. Allen explained, provides students with a
greater understanding of the
concepts inv.olved in new material
and increases problem solving
ability.
"One by-product of the lab experience is that students are
forced to think more logically,
more methodically," Dr. Allen
pointed out.
"Programming a. computer
makes the students look carefully
at the problem, consider a :plan
of attack, then logically solve the
problem.
"I think it's a. great program,''
Dr. Allen said. "Computers are
indispensible tools in our modern
society and the sooner our students are acquainted with them
the better."

Tonight, Fl'iday, 6-9 PM
At 229 Vineyatd, N.E.

"That one indeed is a man today who dedi'cateth himself
to the service of the entire human race<'

.~

~ril~

ConitttJiot Vcnccremos

.Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special
EVERY FRI., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m ..
Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

oNLv49c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Ai:ross From Campus

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

PICK UP YOUR CO
OF THE CREAM'S LAT~
EST ATCO RElEASE
AND BROWSE THROUGH
THE AREA'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF STEREO
ALBUMS, STEREO
TAPES AND 45 RPM
SINGLES.

-~--~~~

~Nit I

area's most complete stereo music center

The N ewn11an

Cenfelr'

Baccal&uJrealfe Mass

June

p, 1969

4:30 P.M.
All University of New Mexico graduates, faculty members, their families and friends are invited to attend.
There will be a cap and gown procession into tlJC cl1apcl. We suggest
tl1at the graduates see their families into the chapel, and then assemble
in the lounge for the pJ;occssion.
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'Brothers Want Church Funds
1

Black, Chicano Groups Join Forces

I

Making a Point
r"" ...
~

.
:

~~

...................

ASNMSU PRESENTS

~

... --:t
~

~

~

Medical Foundation Needs Donations

:The "Canned Heat" Show~

Contributions to New Organization Tax Deductible

People wishing to contribute
to the advancement of medical
science in New Mexico will soon
have an opportunity to do so
May 17, 1969
and get a tax break at the same
~
time.
~
Concert 9:00P.M.
Under a new organization
~
named the New Mexico Medical
~
Foundation (NMMF) donations
4 of any type and of any size will
Dance 11:00 Music by U.S. Na.vel ~
be accepted by the foundation
Price: $3.50.$2.50 NMSU Students ~
providnig they can be used to
"promote, advance and support
UNM Students with I.D.
the scientific, educational, and
'
will get student rates
research" purposes of the UNM
•
medical school, according to the
foundation charter.
~
~
Tickets available Ma,y 12, 1969
Approved Formation
~
The
formation of the new
at Corbett Center from 9:00.4:00
4 foundation was approved by the
or
4 University regents at a meeting
May 10 and the formal incorpora~
At th11 door
tion papers are expected to be
signed this week. The NMMF will

•
•Pan American Center las Cruces;

••••
••

••
••
•
•
••
•

Major Richard T. Jones makes a point m AFROTC cadets attending a class in the barracks building
northeast of the administration building on campus.

.

be a non-profit organization and
contributions given to it will be
tax deductible.
According to Dr. Robert S.
Stone, dean of the school of medicine, the idea for the foundation
"grew out of a medical school
faculty committee meeting about
six months ago." The full medical
school faculty then gave its approval to the idea, Stone said.
The foundation will not accept
gifts of human bodies "under any
forseeable circumstances," Stone
said. "However, we already have

NSA Head Requests $176 Loan
John Martone, National Student Association (NSA) coordinator, Wednesday night asked
Student Senate for a loan of
$176.05.
Martone said the money will be
be used to pay expenses for two
NSA representatives to attend
the national NSA convention in
El Paso, Texas in August, and
for operating expenses.
Senator Carol Lazorik said

"Der biggest name in
Hot Oog5"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

..._

----

US, USSR Will Complete
Largest Fish Egg Trade.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-There is one species of pike fish foreign
to the United States-the Amur Pike which exists naturally in the
Amur River between the Soviet Union and China.
Because the United States wants the Amur Pike for genetics
research and related projects, and because the Soviet Union is
seeking striped bass and steelhead trout as additional food fishes,
the two countries will consummate this month "the largest trade
of fish and fish eggs ever made between the countries."
The exchanges, which the Interior Department said have already
begun, involve the shipment to Russia of an estimated 50,000
Striped Bass fry and 50,000 Steelhead Trout eggs.
In exchange, the United States will receive an estimated 60,000_
Amur Pike eggs,
The Interior Department said that limited exchanges of fish and
fish eggs have been going on between the two countries since 1965
but with the recently instituted direct flights between New York
and Moscow the shipments have been increased and previous problems with mass mortalities in the fish have been overcome.

Wear.4).

Hobby Korner

=========·
6693 4th NW

344-3267

GOT SOME EXTRA TiME THIS SUMMER?
HOW ABOUT SOME

INSTANT SMART?
SORRY, ALL GONE.
However, we can help you become a BETTER STUDENT by
teaching you study skills and how to read faster.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

GET READY FOR NEXT SEMESTER

NOW I

TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR LEGS

ALBUQUERQUE

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

Even the most perfectly formed legs and
feet need exercise to keep them in shape.
leS3 than perfect legs can be improved
with proper exercises. If your theory has
been, "exercise Is a b.ore and besides
there's no time to do it/' please read on.
From the land of such leggy beauties
as Vanessa Rcdgrave, Jean Shrlmpton,
and Julie Christie comes a unique sandal
that literally "works while you play."
Called the Scholl Exercise Sandal, it is a
specialy designed beechwood clog with a
patented raised bar under the toes which
Is gripped quite naturally while walking,
The exercise t~is affords the muscles of
the feet and legs is known to be enormously beneficial. What's more, when tho

Scholl's Exercise Sandals
Every step is a beauty
treatment.

sandal Is used In conJunction with a set of
simple exercises they can help spot-reduce
ankles, knees, and thighs to mini skirt
proportions. Best of all, they can be done
in your room, while waiting for a bus, or
walching television.
We call the exercises "legometrlcs."
like isometrics, th~y are based an the sci·
ontlfic principle that a mustle works hardest when it tenses against a solid object.
When you exercise In the Scholl Sandal
you tense against the gripper bar in a
series of simple-to-perform exorcises that
Were developed by a leading British
health and beauty expert. More Information and the sandals are waiting far you
at New Mexico Orthopedic Shoo Shop,

nw mexico

ORTHOPEDIC SHOE SHOP

1830 lomas N.E.

Ph. 243-2219

205 Copper, N. W .

MINI-LESSONS
June 5
7:30 PM
June 6
7:30 PM
June 10
4:00PM
June 12
7:30PM
June 13
7:30 PM

CLIP

207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E.
CHOICE OF 6 CLASSES
MON.
TUES.
WED.
WED.
THUR.
SAT.

June 16-July 28
June 17-July 29
June 1B·July 30
June 1a.July 30
June 19·July 31
June 21-Aug. 2

Evening
Afternoon
Afternoon
Evening
Morning
Morning

7:00
2:00
3:00
7:00
9:00
9:00

AND
SAVE
los Alamos & White Rock
Ken Cooper-983-6311

(No Min !·lessons will be given)
Class
Tues. June 10
7:00 P.M.

OPEN
I 0 A.M.
DAILY

FINALS
SPECIAL
COKE 8, TACO

"Featuring Shoes Designed With Your foot Comfort In Mind"

FREE
THUR.
FRI.
TUES.
THUR.
FRI.

AlBUQUERQUE

f

207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E.

Everyone Else Does

TRAVELERS
CHEQUES
Available at:
Globetrotters Travel Agency
3404 Central Avenue, S.E.

Senate had allocated money for or he will not graduate. Ingram
the trip under the new budget has not yet returned the money,
ratified by the student body last Martone said.
month.
Martone asked for a loan, he
Martone said the money would said, because the money will be
not be released until July when made up by the budget, and bethe new fiscal year goes into ef- cause Ingram must still return
fect, and the national NSA office the money demanded by student
wants the money for the trip. He court.
said the loan is necessary because
Senate referred a bill asking
of a deficit of funds incurred by a for the loan to Finance Commitformer coordinator Phil Ingram. tee. Senator Frank Lihn introHe said Ingram had contracted duced the bill.
with a movie theater chain in
Albuquerque to provide student
New Station Manager
discount cards at 50 cents apiece.
Steve van Dresser will be
He said Ingram had incurred a KUNM's new station manager ·
loss on the cards, and he had not effective June 30th. He is presentturned in any money for the cards ly the as:,istant manager.
already sold. Martone said InHe says he plans to hold panel
gram could not remember to interviews of people of campus
whom he had given the cards.
or city interest.
Martone said another former
"The music program will genNSA coordinator, Manny Wright, erally be the same," he said. Van
had taken Ingram to student Dresser said he plans to handle
court to retrieve the $176.05 loss more live programming on
on the cards. Student court ruled KUNM next year, and will try
that Ingram must pay the money to avoid a rigid program.

Puppy Love

This man and his dog have
picked good seats for Sunday's
sub-standard ballgame between
the Lobo Hamburgers and the
KUNM Disc Jocks on Zimmerman Field, 11 a.m.

$130 million to establish a black another ... even to listen to peouniversity for high school drop- ple who disagree with us," said
outs, $200 million for a land bank George Sweazey, newly elected
for Negroes, $39 million for re- moderator of the Assembly. "We
search into the history of black still believe in the practice of lispeople and several million dollars tening without giving up our poto be Ufled for establishing four sitions as Christians."
major printing companies to promote black philosophy.
"The Roman Catholic Church
is the largest corporation in the
United States, larger than General Motors," Forma nsaid.
"Blacks came to America not
as Christians but as pagans," he
said. "They thought it was better
for us to be slaves in the United
States than to be in peace in
Africa. They thought they could
christianize us.
Both Forman and Risco were
greeted politely and enthusiastically by the assemblage.
·
Dr. John Coventry Smith,
moderator of last year's Assembly, said the General Council
would meet Thursday night to
consider the demands and that
some answer would come before
the Assembly is over.
"We are here to listen to one·

(Gift Certificates Available)

KNOW
you save
when you buy
COOK'S
STILL ONLY
75¢ issuance charge ON $100

which will then be turned over to
the medical school.
Actual payment of scholarships
and grants will be handled by the
UNM comptroller's office once
they have been awarded by the
corporation's board of directors.
The directors for the foundation will be composed of two
regents, the university president,
university vice president for business and finance, dean of the
school of medicine, and two faculty members from the school of
medicine .

Needs Money for Expenses

LOOK

WISE CATS

a prog-ram for that purpose
whereby people can will their
bodies to the medical school and
the bodies then go directly to the
anatomy department. This program will continue," he added.
Aids Education
According to the foundation
charter, the new corporation was
established to "aid in the education and training of medical students and physicians" through
the issuance of scholarships and
research grants. The foundation
will also purchase equipment

San Antonio, Tex. (UP!) Blacks and chicanos joined Thursday as "brothers" in demanding
hundreds of millions of dollars
from Christian Churches for proposals ranging from the establishment of a black university for
dropouts to liquidation of church
lands.
James Forman, head of the
B 1 a c k Economic Development
Conference (BEDC), and Eliezer
Risco, editor of the newspaper La
Raza in California, presented a
united front to delegates of the
181st Assembly of the United
Presbyterian Church of the United States.
"We are particularly happy to
be here with our brothers- of La
Raza," Forman told the Assembly
which represents 3.2 m i I I i o n
Presbyterians in the U n i t e d
States. "This is a sign of unity.
Our being together speaks for our
unity and it can be a force for
success."
Risco presented a seven point
platform to the Presbyterians
which included $250,000 to $500,000 as "seed money" to assist in
building a new La Raza plant,
plans for the church to liquidate
their private holdings in Latin
America and distribute the proceeds to the poor, distribution of
church owned land to low income
families and enlisting the aid of
other churches to support these
demands.
The seven point program also
supported the demands of the
BEDC.
Forman frequently referred to
the Christian church as a "nancia! institution" in reiterating his
demands for such proposals as

30¢

117 Agate St.
White Rock, N.M.

Santa Fe, N.M.-983-6311
Mini-lessons
Thurs. June 5, 7:30P.M.
College of Santa Fe
Tues. June 10, 7:30 P.M.
Benildus Hall
Thurs. June 12, 7:30 P.M.
Roum 211
Class
Thurs., June 19, 7:00P.M.
College of Santa Fe
Benildus Hall
Room 211

CALL ANN DOBBINS AT 265c6761

EVELYN
WOOD
READING
I
=

u~o7_~~rtmo~_th

Dr. NE, Albuquerque
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Also Gets 4th, 5th irt Meet

•

Eaton Places 3rd

UNM's sophomore gymnastic
great Sto·rmy Eaton added more
national honors to his growing

Eaton-More Honors

1n

list, with strong finishes in last
weekend's AAU Gymnastics
Championships in Atlanta, Ga.

Sophomore Stormy Eaton added to his list of honors with high
finishes in Atlanta's AAU nationals.

SPEED READING
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Group Rates

AAU

Albuquerque
Reading
Institute
N.c.

1417 Central

Phone 242-4046

Earlier Eaton claimed the National Gymnastics Federation
Tram title, and finished fourth in
the NCAA Trampoline meet.
Top finishers in trampoline .
were George Hutzichker of the
University of Michigan, .:former
NCAA champion, and Jim Young
of Louisiana, former national
AAU champion. Eaton was competing against ex-Olympians and
graduates as well as top college
and high school performers.
In looking at Eaton's fine performance, Coach Rusty Mitchell
added, "I have no doubt that
Stormy wil! be next year's NCAA
champion in floor exercise and
will do well internationally in
trampoline competition."
If funds are available, Eaton
will have the chance for international competition in June at the
European championships in Paris, France, where he would represent the United States as well
as UNM.

Snacks ·vs Jocks
In Series Finale
Don't forget, fans. This Sunday
morning at 11 :0(} a.m. sharp at
bountiful Zimmerman Feld (seating capacity only 300, so pick
up your ducats early) the powerful Lobo Staff Hamburger Snacks,
embittered at their downright
embarrassing upset loss at the
hands of those wimpy KUNM
Disc Jocks last week, will surely
take the first Intra-Campus Communications Caper softball series
title.

Leaving UNM?
Take Part of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events-Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

MEXICO

Eaton took third place in trampoline, fourth in floor exercise, and
fifth in tumbling.

Free Film Demonstrations Nightly 6-10
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SPORTS

Three Prep Cage Stars

Editor:

Sign With The Wolfpack

John

Moser

Faculty Duffers Vie
Against U Golfers

All the would-be pro tour linksters in the faculty-staff of UNM
will get their chance to let it out
on the course tomorrow afternoon, as they will face the Lobo
Golf team in the annual UNM
Faculty Match beginning at 1:00
p.m. on the South Course.
The faculty guys, always oneup in the classroom, will again
have the advantage in this one,
being allowed their full handicaps while the Lobos must play
scratch. The meet will be 'Scored
on a three-point per dual basisa point for lowest score on each
nine and another point for lowest
18-hole score. The team with the
highest point total will be the
winner.
Pair-ups for the match will be
decided tomorrow.
Crow Heads List
Heading the list of old-timer
facultiests will be Journalism department ace Jim Crow-a strong
favorite to show up. Other notables-all of them well-known
swingers-include: Dick Hood,
speech dept.; Gordon Zick, special
education; Bert Ruebush, psychology; Guido Daub, chemistry; Per-

ry Mori, business administration;
John Perovich, finance; Frank
Manfreddy, purchasing; FrankO'Brien, library; John Dolzadelli,
athletics; Jim Thorsen, English;
Scott Catlett, English; Bill Huber, director of University Col'lege; Clyde Day, engineering;
and J. R. Kallahan, physical
plant.
Every Lobo Plays
All 11 men on the UNM squad,
headed by Wes Wilkening, a 'SUrprise winner of last week's Pikes
Peak Invite over some of the na(tion's finest collegiate golfers,
will see action.
Terry Dear and Chuck Milne,
probably the most consistent in
high :finishes this year for the
'Pack, will join Jim Fiala, AI Lovato, Steve Satterstrom, Dwayne
Knight, Andy Boyd, Drew Hunter, Dennis McCloskey, and Jay
Paukkunen in the fight to frustrate the faculty,
The match will be the last tuneup for coach Dick McGuire's crew
in preparation for the WAC
championships next week in
Phoenix.

Rio Rapids Race Sunday
Three UNM Students Entered in Kayak, Raft Rowings
If you ask most people if they
are interested in entering, they'll
tell you "no" faster than a minnow outswims a water dipper.
But :for those foolish but daring
enough to try it, entries for the
Great Race are still open. All you
have to do is show up at high
noon Sunday one-half mile south
of Pilar (which is 24 miles south
of Taos) with a dollar entry fee
and a kayak o~ rubber raft. Oh,
yes,.yo\La® have, .to b.; 21 or
over.
If you haven't figured it out by
this time, the race we're talking
about is the annual rapids run
down n grueling five-mile stretch

The series is now even at two
games apiece, with the series
settler scheduled for seven full
innings.

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
only $7.00 for a full school year.

OLYMPIC

If the Jocks collapse early, the
Lobo will supply ambulance service to the radio station, and will
there pick up the kegs of victory
'snacks.

S~DITS/

!IC.
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Water Fun

Photo by Chico Diaz

Junior Ray Cromer will be one of three UNM students entered
in Sunday's Rio Grande White Waters Boat Race, held south <Yf Taos.

of the Rio Grande, known as the
Rio Grande White Water Boat
Race. Sunday will be the twelfth
running of the annual event with
an expected forty adventurers
competing.
The race will be divided into
kayak and raft divisions. The
two winners will be awarded
plaquez hut all contestants will
receive both a certificate and a
drenching.
Three UNM students, Dave
:Yeamans, Ray Cromer, and T.om
Tesche, will enter the race in the
kayak division. Last week-end, the
three Los Alamos youths conducted a practice run down the
rapids.

The race annually attracts several thousand spectators who line
the banks of the river and watch
from the highway, US-64 runs
parallel to the river with plenty
of picnic areas branching off of
it.
In the raft division, there is no
limit to the number of rowers o,·
paddlemen a boat may carry. But
to win, a boat needs to be handled
with skill r a t h e r than brute
strength. Lifejackets are required.

A pair of the tallest and finest
prep basketball players in the
Rocky Mountain West have teamed up with a top Texas player in
casting their lots with UNM this
week.
Mike Stewart, a 6-8 high school
All-American from C aId we 11,
Idaho, has signed a WAC letterof-intent along with 6-'7 John
Johnson of Ut;ah and 6-7 Texan
David Seidler.
Stewart, a three--time Idaho
All-Stater, was sought by over
100 colleges be:fore narrowing his
final choice down betwen UNM,
Kansas, Washington, Idaho, and
Utah. Assistant basketball coach
Norm Ellenberger signed Stewart
.this week.
As a senior in high school, he
averaged 25 points per game and
1'7.4 rebounds. Stewart owns almost ev:ery scoring and rebounding· record in the book in Idaho.
John Johnson, a two-time Utah
All-State player, has also been
signed by Coach Ellenberger.
Carrying a 26.4 scoring average, the Bountiful, Utah ace was
named a high school All-American his senior year. Johnson wa'S
the president of the National
Honor Society at Viewmont High
School and holds two scoring
records for the Utah state tournament.
Heavily sought by Utah and
BYU as well as UNM, Johnson is

.
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A Good Place to Live

C/p/

Our Favorite
Chaparral

!255-7!219

90 Winrock Center

•

298-1831

-ANOSwimwear-sportswear

$201*

save $198!

reg. $399

Tame enough for city
traffic • • , tough
enough for the road!
2-cycle onglne gots
119 miles per gallon,

260cc CYCLE
reg. $649 , ..... $499*
360cc CYCLE
reg. $749 . , .... $599*

We Have:
Good Food,
Plenty Of It,
Maid & Linen
Service,
A Heated Pool

Sweet Susan Hall is the Lobo
Sports staff pick as "Our Favorite Chaparral" for 1968-69.

Madrid

Bold new styles, new designs, new ideas, but old fashioned quality.
This is Columbia.
The complete Columbia Diamond Ring and Imperial
Wedding Band line is on display for your approval Friday and Saturday of this week. From l 0:00 A.M. 'till
9:00P.M. Exclusively at Beauchamps.

ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan

!!IJ~kn/ceJ-~~

The College Inn

jEWELERS

Reserve Your Room Now For Fall1969

*plus Jmall ••l·vp charge
Open Mon., Wod,, ~ri. nights 'til 91

Open Sunday 10 'Ill 51

And: Our Rates Have
Been Lowered,
We Have New
Management,
New And Better
Policies,
Short Term Contracts,
Rates From $goo
per Year for UNM
Men and Women

The shape of things to come ...

66.09

•·r ENAUL B J,YD.,

1>

N •E'.
TELEPHONE 268-4480
(across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)

303 Ash N.E. Albuq. N.M. 87106

~

'

.,.. 'iC:,;:'l

.,

shop for you
~

.

'
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Tensor

-·~·---·~-~.
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125cc CYCLE

293 I Monte Vista N.E. 256~2064

®am wilh jn-iJe
by {;Jeneralion&
o/ il3riJeo

has the tennis

Complete Selection of Tennis
Rackets/ Shorts, Shirts, Shoes
and Balls

For fhe Casual Look
of Distinction.
On The Triangle

[13/uebird
OJiamond
&Rings

STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

~Bancroft~

~

the first player from Utah that
Ute coach Jack Gardner has gone
after and not gotten.
David Seidler, a sensational rebounding star .from Richardson,
Texas, has also signed a letter-ofintent with UNM.
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Biology Seminar

John Kimmons will present a
biology department seminar Friday at 9:30 a.m. in Room 139 of
Castetter Hall.
Kimmons, a graduate biol(}gy
student, will di::;cuss "Ecology of
the Hond(} Valley.''
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Economics Professor
Dr. Sharul Ben-David, has been
appointed an associate ·professor
of ec(}nomics at UNM.
His appointment begins this
fall.
Ben-David is now a visiting assistant professor at Cornell University.
He has a master's degree fr(}m
Hebrew University in Israel, and
his Ph.D. from Cornell.

Chorus, Orchestra
UNM's annual chorus and orchestra concert will be presented
Wednesday, May 21, at 8:15p.m.
in Popejoy Hall.
Two hundred and forty instrumentalists and singers will participate in the concert. They will
p r e s e n t works by Beethoven,
Brahams, and Borodin.
The (}rchestra and singers will
also- make the premier southwest
performance (}f Leonard Bernstein's "Chichester Psalms!'
Tickets are $1.50 for adults,
and $1 for students. They may be
obtained at Popejoy Hall, and

Grant Allocated
For Role Study

season tickets for music department events may als(} be used.

Professor Resigns
Dr. Douglas McEwen, direcf;or
of choral activities and associate
pr(}fessor of music at UNM has
resigned as of the end of this
academic year.
He will direct the choral program at Arizona State University starting in the fall.
In additi(}n to teaching and directing choral gl'(}Ups here, he
has been busy as a clinician and
guest conductor. This summer he
will guest conduct a major symphony orchestra, and will be assistant musical director and lec1turer at Oakland University's
Ch(}ral Institute at M e a dow
Brook.

NMDC Meeting
The New Mexico Democratic
Coalition (NMDC) will hold a
meeting Saturday, May 17, at
1:30 p.m. in room 250-C of the
Uni(}n,
Items on the agenda include a
report on .the NMDC's "Social
Action Program" by Marion Cottrell and a talk on "Current Activities of the ACLU" by John L.
Walker, executive director of the
NMCLU. Other topics include
discussions of the anti-ballistic
missile safeguard system, taxation, and current problems at
UNM.
The NMDC was the first New
Mexico political organization to
come out against the legislative
investigation of the state's universities. The group is also supporting a campaign to increase
severance taxes and taxes on the
state's trucking industry.

Fraternity Parfy
A $7300 grant has been allocatAlpha
Kappa Lambda will hold
ed to Tom Gustafson, a UNM enits
11.nnual
"Go to Hell" party on
ginee:dng research assistant, by
Saturday,
May
17.
the Office of Education in order
The Alpha Sigma Chapter at
to study the role of pressure
UNM has invited New Mexico,
groups in education.
Gustafson is studying this sub- Colorado, Arizona, and Texas
ject for his doctoral dissertation. chapters to its party this year.
The event will begin with a
During the study he tested
eight variables including the motorcade around campus and
leadership of the pressure group, will end with .a dance.
the prestige of the p r e s s u r e
Wins Fellowship
•group in the community, the
Eugene Klecan, a third year
shared attitudes of the group student at UNM School of Mediwith the community, and the con- cine,, has won a $1000 fellowship
trol of the group over economic from the International College
goods.
of Surgeons :for special study
The results of the study showed abroad.
that the "most significant of the
Klecan, one of four medical
variables was the strategy the students in the nation to win the
organization used to influence ed- coveted award, will spend Sepucational policy."
tember, October, and November
"If the interest gr(}Up correct- of this year in Montreal, Canada
ly read the organizational structure of the school system and
applied pressure to the proper
SOUTHWEST
authorities, it would probably be
ELECTRIC
SHAVER SERVICE
eff~Jctive in its goal," says the
ELECTRIC
SHAVER AND
study.
LIGHTER REPAIR
Gustafson will be going to
210 'tHIRD NW
247·8219
Sacramento State College, California, next year.
SUMMER JOBS
COLLEGE
MEN & WOMEN
We are hiring students who are interested in full time summer
employment. Those hired will have the opportunity to continue
employment on a part time basis nex:t fall. All jobs will give you
tremendous experience for your next school semester regardless
of your field.

WE OFFER:
1. Salary range of $450-500 monthly, for those who qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for one of the largest companies in its
field.
3. Opportunity t(} advance to management positions thru the
summer.
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in merchandise prizes.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and around the world to those who
excel.

QUALIFICATIONS
2. Ability to converse jntelligently
1. Neat in appearance
3. Willingness to work hard
Call Mr. Bond ft(}m 9:00A.M. til2:00 P.M. for an interview after
com);lletion of finals. 242-1609

I Calling U

working in g'eneral surgery with
a member of the International
College of Surgeons.
The fellowship allows the winner to spend three months
"wherever you want to go and to
study surgery with one particular member of the College," Klecan explained.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Friday~

May 16
Biology department seminar; for all in·
te~est.ed persons; Room 189; Castetter Hall:
free,
Student Education Association Installa~
tion banquet; guest speaker, Prof. George
Fishbecl(; Underwood's Caietc,ria.; 6:30p.m.
Junior Reeitu.l by Bob Counselman, organ;
Red tal Hall: 8: 15 p.m.: no charge.
Phi Sigma Biology Hanorary dbmer meeting: Tiffany's Saloon, Cerillos: 6:30 p.m.
Graduate student cocktail party; 229
VineyaTd N.W.; 6 to 9 p.m.
Wonderful Town; play at Roder Theatre;
8:15 p.m.; Adults $1.50, Students $1.00.
"Verbal Mediational und Attentional
Processes in Trn.n~Jfer and Perceptual Mem-

RATES: 7c pet word, 20 word mlnlmwn ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
run five or more conaeoutlve days with
no changes the rate Ia reduced to fie
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mtlllt be made In
full prior to Insertion of dv<'l'tlsemen~
Cl1U18111ed Advet"tblng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

._...'(o•'.,_

~o'' I""~'
~ 0~\ ..- ~,<fo
_... J>,O <-°

A.nnouneementa by
the UNM community wiU be aecepted
at The Lobo pffi~e.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

ory,'' by Henry J!lllis: Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association; at S h e r n. ton
Western Sid...
Saturday, May 17
New Mexico Democratic Coalition meet.
ing; Room 2&0-C; Union; l :30 p.m.
Recital by Davjd Cole, violin; Recital Hall:
3 p.m.; no charge.
Wonderful Town; piny at Rodey Thentl'e:
8:l6 p,rn.; Adults $l.j;O, Students $1.00,
·
Sunday, May 18
Junior Orchestra recital; Recital Hall:
8: 15 p.m.; no charge.
"Sovjet J CWl"Y" speech by Dr. Hen-ry jJ.
Tobias; B'nai Israel Synagogue; 7 p.m.;
sponsored by Hillel; open to aU students.

KOPY- KORNER

, ...Qs1.._
<to

_..Q3_.

for UNM Students only
~o.O/. .,_ /:;
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Requirbd)
e,_...4t',;, Os~
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum·
'-

247-4406

Lobby-Simms f!uilding Downtown, 4th & Gold

WHERE: .T011rntllbm BuUdl111r. Room
159, afternoons preferably or maiL ·

1)

PERSONALS

WANTED: Girl to share attractive, quiet
apartment near campus. 242·6860.
I love you, Miss Droke.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Yellow earring, a~roos from
Chemistry Bld~ Describe and claim.
Lobo Office. Journalism. Rm. 159.
LOST: Large puppy-<>mnge with plaek
face~ baby teeth. chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.

4)

charges of widespread discrimination at UNM's Physical Plant.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
has created a committee to investigate the grievance system and
discrimination charges at the
Physical Plant, but the citizen's
committee will act on city level
as well as taking action on the
Physical Plant grievances.
Members of the committee formed by Heady are Associated Students President Ron Curry, law
professor Willie Ellis, math professor Julius Blum, and Director
of Non-Academic Personnel Lawrence Yehle.
Rise in Complaints
The committee statement said,
in part, "The formation of the
Citizen's Grievance Committee
was motivated by the recent rise
in complaints by a number of
workers about the inadequacy or
lack of grievance procedures at
several major hiring institutions
in the area.
"In view of the federal Clovis

report concerning discriminatory
hiring and firing practices, it is
believed that businesses in Albuquerque and Bernalill(} County
likewise require examination.
"The Committee will provide a
means for workers with unanswered grievances to bring their
complaints out into the open for
community discussion and information.''
Basic Purpose
The statement continued, "The
committee's basic purpose is to
promote equality of opportunity
for and mutual understanding,
respect, and cooperation among
all the people and groups in the
Albuquerque area without regard
to race, color, religion, national
origin, or ancestry.
"In terms of individual workers and groups of workers in the
area, the committee wishes to
establish and disseminate reliable
information about the nature and
status of employment discrimination or to give public credit where

EMPLOYMENT

Committee Votes No
Theatre

.---Held Over!!--..

..RUSS MEYER'S VIXEN" COULD
VERY WELl BE THE
MOST EXPLICIT
FilM EVER MADE.
RUSS MEYER'S

VIXEN.

INTRODUCING ERICA GAVIN AS VIXEN.
RESTRICTED TO ADULT AUDIENCES. IN EASTMAN COLOR.

TONIGriT 7:30 9:00

r.p:::1o~'l~~-E-N,..-R-~-s-.E.-/_2_7f'_7~-4r-14""'
Lobo Photo by Tony Londerbough

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must b~ginnow. While there is stilltime.
A White House panel has recom·
mended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to unclerdevcl?ped nations. (That:s ?nly a tiny
fractiOn of th~ $15 ~ we've

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake, Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. nut our liyes. And the lives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
ot telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
~c must act ~- The longer we
watt, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

CAMPAIGN 1'0 CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN
EUG£NB BLACK, former head. World Bank

DR. DETLEV BRONK, former j'rosident,
Rockt!eUer University
·
HAROLD W. BOSTROM. Vicl! President,

UOP Transportation l!qulpmt.nt Oroup

MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
Dll. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobol Laurcnlc
FRANK W. ADRAMS, Iarmer Chairman,
Standllrd OJ! Compnny of N¢w Jersey

TIIURMi\N W. ARNOLD,
rorrncr A!lsi5tMt U.S, Attorney General
TIIOMi\S D. CABOT, Chnlrmnn,
.Cabot Corporation

JOHN COWLES. Cboirman

Minncnpoiis Star nlid Tribune

GENERAL WILLli\M H. DRAPER, JR.,
former Art)bailSador to NATO

On Athletic Card Bill

Saturday, May 17
Sunday, May 18

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
lt takes you about an hour to eat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone irt an
under-developed country dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths e'l/ery hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. ExpertS predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done abOUt it.

No. 139

Monday, May 19, 1969

Vol. 72

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Kick wheel and electric. Klln,
cernmic supplies. 242-4036 at 6 p.m.
POETRY WANTED !or cooperati~e Poetry Anthology. Include at:emped envelope.
Idlewild Pres!, 543 Frederick. San Fran•
cisco, Cali!omla 94117.
WANTED: One-bedroom furnished apt. !or
June-Aug. UNM area. $100/mo. mnx.
Nick Estes. 242-1891, 268-2634, !<:ave
number.

conditions of justice exist."
Gilbert Ballejos, a member of
the board of directors of the
Brown Berets, was the chairman
at yesterday's meeting and emphasized the need for immediate
action by the committee. Ballejos
said that the function of the committee could be compared to that
of the New Mexico State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission.
Deal With Needs
"However," Ballejos said, "the
grievance committee will be dealing with needs that are much
more immediate, requiring expeditious action, of which the Advisory Committee is incapable."
During the meeting, Sedillo of
the Alianza said the Alianza was
"100 pllr cent'' in support of
what the committee proposed.
C(}mmittee members also heard
support from Mrs. Andrews of
the New Democratic Coalition.
She said the NDC could go on
record in support of the grievance

committee and attempt "to give
it as much publicity as possible."
Robert Walker, a professor in
UNM's law school, said the dean
of the school was prepared to offer help and advice to any Physcial Plant employee who sought
to file a grievance with the existing grievance system.
Ask for Circular
Physical Plant employees at
the meeting voted unanimously
to ask the dean of the law school
to send a circular to Physical
Plant employees informing them
of help available from the Jaw
school.
UMAS spokesman SandoY.f'll
said at the meeting that the main
point of objection to the grievance system at the Physical Plant
was that the system itself was
intimidating to employees with
grievances.
"We believe that the grievance
committee should be a board of
first referral. The way the grievance system operates now, aggrieved employers first have to
take complaints to the people
with whom they have complaints,"
Sandoval said.

.•

FOR SALE

MALE STUDENT to work through lunch
U-2. Countzy Barn 2400 Central SE.
PERSON WANTED to play with affable
1 'h yr. old girl while mother finishes
dissertation. About lu hrs. per wk., thru
summer & prcfcrab)y next yr. Walking
distance from Uni~- Call Mrs. Hiat 2ol7·
2874.
WANTED: a business manager !or the
lE70 Mirage, Should be bUBin""s major
wllling to work hard. Please app)J' to
room lli9, Student Publications or through
enmPUl! mall. A chaUenge in selling.
TEACHERS WANTED. &uthwest and en•
tire West. Good sa1ades. Free registr.a"'
tion pcrioda Southwest TeacherS Agency~
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

7)

U Physical Plant Employees Elected to Committee

NE\N
EX ICO

Friday,

FOR RENT

NORTON P-11, 750cc, 6Q hp. Twin con•
centrics. A fine machine on or off the
roa.d. Call Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5320 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
STEREO GARRARD TURNTADLE,
.speakers, Fisher amp]ifyer, %~violin.
Jackson 247·3601, 299·8860,
PUPPIES now available from IcefloeThe home of the extra Jnrge Malamutes.
Stud service. 298-6112.

6)

A group of Albuque~·que residents yesterday formed an eightmember
Citizen's
Grievance
Committee to act as a "sounding
board'' for local workers with
grievances against Albuquerque
area employers.
The committee was fOl'med at
a meeting in the San Felipe
church in the Old Town plaza.
The meeting was attended by
about 25 people, including 11
UNM Physical Plant employees.
Committee members voted on
and approved unanimously by
plant employees were: Ernesto
Barela and Michael Baca, representing the workers at the Physical Plant, Palmyra Andrews of
the New Democratic Coalition,
Arturo Sandoval of UNM's United Mexican-American Students,
(UMAS), Father Barnett of the
Aquinas Newman Center, Wilfred Sedillo of the Alianza, Barbara Brown of UNM's Black Students Union (BSU), and Mickey
Griego of the New Mexico Brown
Berets.
Topics Discussed
Discussion at yesterday's meeting centered around UMAS

•,.

ETHNIC ADOBE. NW valley, Sublet, $60/
mo. June-Aug. 344-0660 evenings.
4 BEDROOM, lV., bath, unfurnished. Near
schools, $125 month Jonse. Northeast
heights ..345-0416 evenings.
];'OUR SEASONS APTS. 120 Cornell SE,
2 bdrm & 1 bdrm available. Swimming
pool & recreation rm. Call 242-0148.
CASA LA PAz-1 bdrm. furnished, married students. No pets. 2 bUts from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242-6725.

5)

City Residents Form G r1evance Group

MARlliNiiR s. ECCLES, former Chairmnn
Fcderrtl Rtser~l! Donru
'
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,
former Vi~c Chairmnn,
J. Walter Thompson Co.
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,
Uhivtrsity of Chicago

JOSEPH WOOD KRliTCH. Au!ilor
MRS. CORDELIA S. Mi\Y,l.ourel Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Choirmnn
IntcrnrHiorutl HarVester Co.
•
HOG lei MOOitE, Founder, Dixie Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS Pr<sldent,
An:icrlcnn Acacicmy oC Arts & L<:Hcr~
DR.RlliNIIOl.DNIED\lHII,Profcssorilmcrltus
Union ThcoJogh::nl Scmlnnry
J

FRANCIS T, P. PLIMPTON
former A!"hns;ador nnd Deputy U.S. Rep.
to ttlc _Unutd Nntidns
ROCKEFELLER PI\ ENTICE
ELMO ROPER, Public Opinion Analyst
LESSING
SENWALD
JONAS SA.
M,D.,The Salk In•ti!tl!e
ADOLPH
liM DT, T, Mellon & Sons
CHARLE~
PPS, Chalrmnn,
-scrippS.. ownr Newspapers
LI!WIS L. STRAUSS,
form-el' Secrelat'l' o( Commerce
CHARLES P.TAFJ',
for mel' Mar.or of Cl'ncrtmnti
WlJ,LJAMH. VANDERBILT,
b,.J0tun1cr Oovl!rnor_of_Rhodo Island
"u cRT 0. WEilL~ Trens"rcr,
_ G~nCsCD Dr(lwing LOmt'liriY

Exhibition

Two students view photographs of an exhibition of 22 UNM photography students currently on display at the Sandia Base Arts and
Crafts Center. The Center is open Mon, Wed, Fri, from 1 to 9 p.m.
and from 8 to 5 p.m. on Sat and Sun. The showing ends Sunday,
May 25.

Student Affairs Committee Fri- nate students.'' The Graduate
day voted down a res(}!Ution Student Council (GSC) is asking
which would allow part•time stu• permission to withdraw from the
dents to purchase athletic cards Associated Students contending
at a cost determined by the num- · that they get no benefit from the
-.-..
her of hours they are taking ASUNM government.
Speaks Against
rather than by the standard $12.
Harold Lavender, vice presiThe resolution, which earlier
dent
for student affairs, in speakhad been passed by the Student
ing
against
the resolution said
Senate, was defeated by ummimthat
if
the
administration
grantous voice vote. Under the terms of
the resolution the committee ed the terms of the resolution
would also have asked the ad- then "graduate students would
ministration to- grant athletic get a benefit that undergraduates
cards to all students carrying Jess don't get. Currently they can
than 12 hours if their department buy one for $12. I have never
considered them to be full-time thought that this (the price) was
very oppressive."
students.
Lavender also said "GSC wants
Part-Time Plan
to separate from the Associated
Under the plan, part-time stu- Students and have their student
dents could have purchased the fees currently paid to the ASUNM
card based on the number of credited to the GSC (this would
hours they carry (e.g., a student be approximately $25,000 a year).
carrying nine hours could pur- My argument is that it would be
chase the card for $3 while a stupid to do this since you can
student carrying six h(}urs would buy more for $250,000 than y:;u
pay $6 for the card).
can buy for $25,000.''
After defeating the Senate reCarol Lazorik told the committee that "the idea behind the re- solution the committee passed
(Continued on page 5)
solution is to placate the grad-

Ex-Pusher Discusses Problem of Drug Addiction
Narcotic Specialist Cites Education, Social Conditions as Preventive Steps
(Editor's note: This is the last in a series of
four articles dealing with the· drug addiction
problem in Albuquerque. It is an interview with
an ex-addict who is working with addicts.)
By GAY COOK
"A majority of addicts fix because they like
it (heroin) and after becoming addicts, need it
like any other man needs :food, air, or water in
order to survive," said Narcotic Specialist Paul
Garcia.
Garcia, an ex-addict, began smoking marijuana when he was 16 years old. Garcia said, "I
worked in a drugstore and hung around with
guys who smoked grass. Eventually because of
the environment I was in, I was exposed to
heroin."
"Later I was convicted of second degree rtmrder and did four and a half years. When I got
out, I was on parole for four years. During that
time, I went to beauty school and later worked

for a year as a licensed beautician. When the
New Mexico State Co~Jmotology' Board found
out about my background my license was revoked, and I used this as an excuse to start
shooting dope and pushing it again," said Garcia.
14-Year Addict
Arrested in 1962, Garcia who has been an
addict for 14 years withdrew and has been
"clean" for the past seven years.
Deploring prison confinement as a means of
aiding the addict, Garcia said, "The only way
the addict has even gotten anything is through
lying. The only way to get out early or to get on
parole is to tell the people who are helping you
what they want to hear." Garcia added, "The
only thing an addict learns in prison is how to
commit every crime in the book so that when
he is released and can't get a job, he will have
something to revert to."
Convinced from personal experience that ad-

diets could not be properly treated in an atmosphere composed only of professionals, Garcia
gave up his job in the electronics field to become
a narcotic specialist in the NARA programs at
BCMHC.
"Good Reputation"
,
Garcia said, "In the addict world you have a
good reputation or you don't survive. I was
never an informer so my communications with
the addict world are good. The addicts know that
whatever I do, I do for them. They know I
wouldn't harm them or jeopardize their freedom."
Pointing out that drug addiction affects the
entire community because addicts have to steal
fr<lm the community to maintain their habits,
Garcia said, "It would save taxpayers money in
the long run if they would invest an adequate
amount of money now in programs designed to
deal. with the problem.''

